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norxe, the Norwegian manufacturer of DLP projectors, will be exhibiting at ISE 2017.
This exciting new startup will demonstrate two P1 projectors on a Partner booth in Hall 12, stand N-44.

In addition, the company is delighted to announce the
appointment of Iain Ambler as Head of Business Development
for the UK. Iain will be attending ISE along with the rest of
the norxe team. Iain‘s appointment is the latest in what can
only be described as a period of energetic growth for the
new projection manufacturer norxe.
In his new role, Iain will be tasked with developing the
company‘s business through a select network of new and
existing partners. Prior to joining norxe Iain held similar roles
within Digital Projection, Barco and projectiondesign, building
and developing sales networks and partner relationships in
demanding markets and applications.
Over the past 25 years he has become one of the best
sales experts in the industry, specializing in Simulation,
Visualization and Visitor Attractions.
Iain is well suited to build the norxe brand and his appointment
will help ensure that norxe products earn a reputation for
performance and innovation.
Commenting on the appointment, Espen Olsen, VP Global
Sales said: “ We are delighted to welcome Iain to our team.
Having worked with him previously I know that his standing
within the industry and commitment to his partners will bring
norxe to the level of partner engagement and support we are aiming for. Iain‘s knowledge and network will
certainly help norxe develop into new markets and applications and at the same time be an asset for all the
Partners working with us “.
Said Iain, “ I’m extremely excited to be joining the norxe team, and to be part of a company advancing the
developments of projection manufacturing, with a keen entrepreneurial spirit and an excellent new product
I look forward to pushing new boundaries with norxe ”.

About norxe
Located in Fredrikstad, Norway, norxe designs, manufactures and markets unique projectors for demanding
applications. norxe combines in-house engineering expertise in optics, mechanics, electronics and software.
Projectors are built for performance and quality to provide real solid-state day and night vision to exacting
standards.

www.norxe.com

To book a meeting at ISE contact:
Espen Olsen: espen@norxe.com

